YOUTH AT THE UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
2019-2020 SNAPSHOT

This overview represents information reported by programs via the Youth Program Registration System. Programs were offered between Fall 2019 and Summer 2020 by units and departments at UW Bothell, Seattle and Tacoma campuses.

319,595 YOUTH ENGAGED WITH
2,298 STAFF, FACULTY, & VOLUNTEERS IN
275 DIFFERENT PROGRAMS

PROGRAMS TYPES
Programs may select more than one type.

85 COLLEGE ACCESS
23 EARLY LEARNING
114 EDUCATION ENRICHMENT
2 MATRICULATED YOUTH ON CAMPUS
21 MENTORING
17 RESEARCH
6 SERVICE LEARNING
88 SPORTS
67 STEM
57 SUMMER PROGRAM

COVID-19 PANDEMIC
In response to the COVID-19 outbreak, the University of Washington issued guidance governing University led youth programs and third party led youth groups using University facilities. As a result, many youth programs cancelled programming, while others transitioned their activities to online modalities or rescheduled for a later date. Due to the ever-changing nature of the outbreak and our community response, final estimates of the impact to youth programs and youth participants are not yet available, but the below provide preliminary insight.

36 PROGRAMS MOVED TO ONLINE MODALITIES
66 UW LED YOUTH PROGRAM SESSIONS CANCELLED
24 THIRD PARTY YOUTH PROGRAM SESSIONS CANCELLED
1,727 YOUTH PARTICIPANTS IN ONLINE PROGRAM
32,223 YOUTH PARTICIPANTS IN CANCELLED SESSIONS

STATE-WIDE REACH
FROM NEAH BAY TO SPOKANE
FROM FRIDAY HARBOR TO MT. RAINIER

For more info, visit www.washington.edu/youth or email us at uwminors@uw.edu